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Abstract

This paper reviews a framework for studying the aggregation and propagation of

microeconomic shocks in general equilibrium. We discuss the determinants of aggre-

gate measures of real economic activity, like real GDP, real domestic absorption, and

aggregate productivity in both efficient and inefficient environments. We also discuss

how shocks from one set of producers are transmitted to other producers through

prices and quantities. The framework we provide is amenable to generalization and

can be used to study any collection of producers ranging from one isolated producer,

to an industry consisting of heterogeneous producers, to an entire economy. We con-

clude with a brief survey of some of the applied questions that can be addressed using

the analytical tools presented in this review and avenues for future work.

*Editable slides for this paper are available on the authors’ websites.
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view and whose untimely passing precluded him from being an author of this review. We thank Ariel
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1 Introduction

Aggregation and propagation are two of the central problems in economics. The aggrega-
tion problem requires understanding how microeconomic disturbances affect aggregate
variables. For example, how do shocks to one sector affect aggregate output, taking into
account interactions between sectors? The propagation problem, on the other hand, re-
quires understanding how shocks to one set of agents are transmitted, through prices and
quantities, to other agents in the economy. For example, how do supply chain disruptions
affect upstream suppliers and downstream consumers?

Historically, detailed and comprehensive data on individual firm and consumer be-
havior was rare or nonexistent. Therefore, much of the research on aggregation focused
on conditions under which heterogeneity could either be ignored or boiled down to some
low-dimensional subspace and disciplined with one or two aggregate moments. For the
most part, this theoretical literature on aggregation yielded “negative” results. Except
under very strong, and very counterfactual, assumptions, representative consumers and
aggregate production functions do not exist. This left macroeconomics in an awkward
position.

Theoretically, economies with heterogeneous consumers and firms do not need to
qualitatively or quantitatively behave like those with a representative household and
firm. Accounting for the disaggregated details of production substantively changes an-
swers to many important questions. For example, the decomposition of aggregate pro-
ductivity growth into technical and allocative efficiency, the economy’s distance from the
efficient frontier due to microeconomic distortions, the welfare gains from international
trade, the slope of the Phillips curve and societal losses from price rigidity are all qual-
itatively and quantitatively affected by how well one models the production structure.
But in practice, without disaggregated data to limit the range of possibilities, allowing
for arbitrary forms of heterogeneity would result in theories with little predictive content
where “anything goes.”

In recent times, highly disaggregated microeconomic data have become available that
can be used to discipline disaggregated models. New datasets allow us to trace, at very
disaggregated levels and high frequencies, the transmission, propagation, and amplifica-
tion of shocks. However, a flexible theoretical framework is necessary to make sense of
such vast amounts of data, and to exploit its potential to not only revisit older questions
but to also ask new questions. This article reviews and synthesizes some recent advances
in this direction. We discuss a unified framework for studying the aggregation and prop-
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agation of shocks in disaggregated and inefficient environments, with a specific focus on
shocks originating from the producers’ side of the economy.1 We also survey the wide-
ranging applications of this framework, which go from international trade, to economic
growth, to business cycle analysis.

In Section 2, we set up an abstract economic environment and define a data-consistent
notion of aggregate economic activity. Our definition nests most aggregated real mea-
sures like real GDP, real consumption, real domestic absorption, industrial output, aggre-
gate multifactor productivity, and so on. We then introduce the types of disturbances, or
shocks, that we address in the paper. We also discuss the two types of questions that we
focus on throughout the paper: first, what are the effects of changes in technologies and
distortions on aggregate economic activity; second, how do changes in technology and
distortions propagate from one group of producers to the rest. We show that the answers
to these two seemingly different questions are intimately linked.

Most importantly, Section 2 presents a fundamental aggregation theorem, building on
Hulten (1978), that applies to a much wider range of outcomes than real GDP. This result
shows that around an efficient equilibrium, changes in the allocation of resources (appro-
priately defined) do not affect aggregate economic activity. Moreover, up to a first-order
approximation, the aggregate impact of changes in external inputs and technologies are
entirely determined by easily observable initial (pre-shock) sales shares. Conditional on
these sales shares, aggregate outcomes do not depend on any other micro-level details.
The rest of the paper focuses on departures from this benchmark result, and the difficul-
ties of aggregation can be understood in terms of these departures.

To go further, in Section 3, we specialize the abstract environment of Section 2 to a
fully spelled-out workhorse input-output model with a representative consumer and a
single factor of production. Assuming a representative household and a single factor of
production means that we set aside the interesting economics of aggregating across het-
erogeneous households and factors. We do this for expositional clarity, since the results
we introduce can readily be generalized to environments with more factors and house-
holds. That is, we use this sandbox economy to provide concrete illustrations of how the
fundamental aggregation theorem in Section 2 can be generalized but point interested
readers to other sources for the more general treatment.

In Section 4, using the sandbox economy of Section 3, we characterize the microeco-

1Many shocks originating from the consumer or financial side of the economy can also fit in our frame-
work. We do not illustrate this in detail, but we briefly point interested readers to the relevant sources.
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nomic propagation of shocks. We derive propagation equations that show how shocks are
transmitted through forward and backward linkages between sellers and buyers. The for-
ward propagation equations describe how changes in costs are pushed forward from sup-
pliers to their customers. The backward propagation equations determine how changes
in demand are pushed backward from customers to their suppliers. These equations pin
down the general equilibrium response of microeconomic variables like sales, quantities,
and prices to primitives.

Moving from the forward and backward equations, Sections 5 and 6 connect the micro-
level results on propagation to macro-level aggregation. Section 5 discusses aggregation
in inefficient economies and Section 6 considers nonlinearities. In both cases, the response
of aggregate output is tied to how certain sales shares respond to shocks, and the forward
and backward linkage equations from Section 4 allow us to express changes in sales shares
in terms of primitives. That is, the backward and forward propagation equations describe
not just micro-level propagation but also macro-level aggregation.

Section 5 considers aggregation when the initial allocation is inefficient. In this case,
reallocation effects are no longer irrelevant to a first-order. Any shock that reallocates
resources towards producers that were too small from a social perspective increases ag-
gregate productivity and output. We show that these reallocation effects can be tracked
via changes in factor income shares, which depend on the micro-level propagation pat-
terns pinned down by backward and forward equations. This means that input-output
linkages directly matter, over and above the initial sales shares, for how resources are
redirected in response to shocks.

In Section 6, we show that changes in sales shares not only inform aggregation in inef-
ficient economies, but they also determine the nonlinear response of aggregate output to
productivity shocks and distortions. Specifically, if sales rise for parts of the economy that
are hit by negative productivity shocks, which happens in the case of complementarities,
then aggregate output is concave with respect to such shocks. Therefore, once again, the
forward and backward equations, which pin down changes in sales at the micro-level, are
needed to understand the response of aggregate output. Similarly, the costs of a distorting
wedge, in general equilibrium, are related to how much the quantity of the corresponding
good responds. The more quantities respond, the larger the associated deadweight loss
triangles, and the larger the reduction in output. Once again, the forward and backward
equations can be used to express macro-level changes in terms of micro-level primitives.

In Section 7, we consider two extensions: allowing for endogenous labor supply and
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endogenous wedges using sticky prices. In each case, we discuss how the microeconomic
details of the production structure matter, and how the aforementioned results can be
used to study counterfactuals.

We postpone our discussion of the related literature until the end of the paper in Sec-
tion 8. This allows us to explain how the basic framework we sketched out is related to
different literatures, ranging from trade, to growth and development, to business cycles.
We provide a bird’s-eye view of the related literature and, for each topic, suggest further
reading and avenues for future work.

2 General Framework and a Benchmark Result

In this section we define the macro- and micro-level questions addressed in the paper
using a general and abstract economic environment, and we provide a benchmark aggre-
gation result for efficient economies. In the rest of the paper, we discuss these questions
and illustrate departures from our benchmark aggregation result using a fully specified
model.

2.1 Environment

Consider some universe of economic actors consisting of producers, consumers, and fac-
tor endowments, potentially operating across different spatial regions and time periods.
Let U denote the universe of goods produced and consumed by these actors. One of our
central objective is studying how measures of aggregate real activity (such as GDP, GNE,
the Solow residual...) for a subset of these actors change as a function of micro-level prim-
itives. For now, we do not explicitly enumerate the relevant primitives. Primitives could
include technologies, distorting wedge-like taxes, shocks to consumer preferences, factor
endowments, and so on. We index all these primitives, which we have not fully spelled
out, by some scalar s and refer to s as the state of the economy.

Below, we introduce the assumptions necessary to define aggregate activity for a “sub-
economy” of interest (Assumption 1 and Assumption 2), without explicitly spelling out
all the details required to pin down the equilibrium. Our definition includes most com-
mon measures of aggregate activity. As we will see, these measures differ in their def-
initions of the sub-economy of interest, its final outputs, and its external inputs. First,
we assume there are market prices for each good, though we do not spell out how these
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prices are determined.

Assumption 1 (Existence of Markets). For every state s, there are prices p(s) ∈ R|U |.

Next, we consider a subset of goods N ⊂ U , and for each i ∈ N , we define a quantity
yi to be called final output. We also define a set of external inputs H ⊂ U , and denote the
total quantity of external input k ∈ H by lk. We assume that production of final outputs
can be represented in the following way.

Assumption 2 (Production and Resource Constraints). For each good i ∈ N , there is a
function fi such that

xi = fi

({
xij
}

j∈N ,
{

lij
}

j∈H ; Ai

)
, (1)

where xi is total output of good i, while xij and lik are the quantities of good j and external input k
used to produce i. Moreover, for every i ∈ N and k ∈ H, the following equations hold

xi = yi + ∑
j∈N

xji, and ∑
i∈N

lik = lk.

Finally, for every i ∈ N , the input combinations in (1) are chosen to minimize costs given prices.

That is, the total output xi of good i equals the sum of the final uses we wish to aggre-
gate, yi, as well as intermediate inputs use by the collective, ∑j∈N xji. We refer to lk as the
supply of external input k. Any shifters in fi, here labelled by Ai, are called technology.

Nominal aggregate activity is just the total nominal value of final outputs.

Definition 1 (Nominal Aggregate Activity). As a function of the state s, nominal economic
activity in N is given by total nominal final output

E(s) = ∑
i∈N

pi(s)yi(s).

The change in real economic activity is the change in final outputs minus external inputs
measured at constant prices.2

Definition 2 (Real Aggregate Activity). As the state changes, the infinitesimal change in
real economic activity is

d log Y
ds

= ∑
i∈N

pi(s)
E(s)

dyi

ds
− ∑

i∈H

pi(s)
E(s)

dli
ds

. (2)

2This is how quantity indices are defined and measured in the data. Equation (3) is the continuous-time
analog to chain-weighted quantity indexes used in the national accounts.
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The non-infinitesimal change in real activity between two states s0 and s1 is defined by

∆ log Y = log Y(s1)− log Y(s0) =
∫ s1

s0

d log Y
ds

ds. (3)

By altering how yi is mapped to data, E can measure many different notions of nom-
inal activity, which in turn give rise to multiple notions of real activity d log Y, depend-
ing on the set of external inputs H. For real quantity indices, like real GDP, real GNE
(gross national expenditure or domestic absorption), real consumption, or real invest-
ment, the set of external inputs is empty. For productivity-type measures, instead, like
the Solow residual, the set of external inputs is non-empty. This is because productivity-
type measures subtract some notion of input growth from output growth. For exam-
ple, the Solow residual subtracts capital and labor growth from real GDP growth. Gross
industrial productivity subtracts capital, labor, and materials growth from gross indus-
trial output growth. Value-added productivity growth subtracts labor and capital growth
from real value-added growth.

Many standard measures of real economic activity can be represented in this way. We
provide some specific examples below.

Example 1 (GDP). For gross domestic product (GDP), the set of goods is N = U , and the
external input set is empty H = ∅. Final outputs yi are given by consumption, invest-
ment, government spending, plus net exports of each good i in a given country and year.
That is, for every i ∈ N define

yi = ci + gi + Ii + xX
i − xM

i ,

where ci, gi, Ii, xX
i , and xM

i are consumption, government spending, investment, exports
and imports of good i. Note that it is possible for yi to be negative if total imports exceed
ci + gi + Ii + xX

i , which can happen if i is used as an intermediate input. Next, let fi denote
the production function of good i for the domestic economy:

xi = fi
(
{xij}j∈N , Ai

)
.

Two remarks are in order. First, if the domestic country is incapable of producing good
i, then fi is just a zero function. Second, domestic primary factors, such as labor, land,
and the initial stock of capital, are also included in the set N = U , with yi = 0. Their
production functions have zero returns to scale, fi = Ai, and here, Ai is a technology
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parameter which controls the supply or productivity of that primary factor. Note that
Assumption 2 is satisfied, because

xi = yi + ∑
j∈N

xji,

for every i. Moreover, in the language of Assumption 2, the technology parameters Ai

include the supply of domestic primary factors.

Example 2 (Solow Residual). To capture the Solow residual, we use the same definitions
as for real GDP, but we now define the set of external inputs H to be domestic primary
factors. Typically, this is domestic labor and capital.

Example 3 (GNE). Unlike GDP and the Solow residual, which are measures of production
and productivity, GNE (also called domestic absorption) is a measure of consumption. To
capture GNE, define

yi = ci + gi + Ii,

where ci, gi, Ii are consumption, government, and investment uses of good i in the domes-
tic country in a given year. Again, denote by xM

i and xX
i imports and exports of good i. As

an accounting identity, the domestic absorption of good i is equal to domestic production
plus imports minus exports and intermediate input use:

yi = Zigi
(
{xij}j∈N

)
+ xM

i − ∑
j∈N

xji − xX
i .

Here, gi is the domestic production function for good i, which may be zero if the domestic
economy does not produce good i. Intermediate inputs used to produced i are xij and Zi

is a parameter controlling the domestic production technology. Again, we can put this
into a formulation where Assumption 2 holds as follows:

xi = yi + ∑
j∈N

xji = Zigi
(
{xij}j∈N

)
+ xM

i − xX
i = fi

(
{xij}j∈N , Ai

)
Here, Ai = (Zi, xM

i , xX
i ) are parameters of the function fi, which means that imports and

exports are part of the “technology” parameters in the terminology of Assumption 2.

Example 4 (Net present value of consumption). Consider a typical neoclassical growth
model with a single consumption good in each period. To define the net present value
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(NPV) of consumption, let the set of external inputs be H = ∅, and let N = U be the set of
consumption goods and labor in each period. We distinguish between the consumption
good and the labor good in each period using superscripts C and L.

The prices pC
i and pL

i correspond to the Arrow-Debreu price of consumption and labor
in each period. Therefore, Assumption 1 is satisfied. For real economic activity d log Y to
capture changes in the net present value of consumption or welfare, let yC

i and yL
i denote

consumption in period i of the good and of labor. Since the household does not directly
consume labor, yL

i = 0 for every i. We now show how to define production functions in
such a way that Assumption 2 is satisfied.

The production function for the labor good xL
i is just an exogenous zero returns to

scale function with some shifter AL
i controlling the endowment of labor for each period.

For the consumption good in period i, the resource constraint is

yC
i + xC

i+1,i = xC
i ,

where xC
i is total non-labor wealth, yC

i is consumption, and xC
i+1,i is the capital stock in

period i + 1. The production function satisfies

xC
i = fi

({
xC

ij , xL
ij

}
j∈N

; Ai

)
= AC

i gi(xC
i,i−1, xL

i ) + (1 − δ)xC
i,i−1,

where δ is the depreciation rate of the capital stock. In the language of Assumption 2,
the parameters AC

i and δ are technology shifters, and the capital stock is treated as an
intermediate input.

Other examples of activity measures that satisfy our definition are personal consump-
tion expenditures (PCE), where yi corresponds to consumption of both domestic and im-
ported goods in a given year, and aggregate investment, where yi corresponds to invest-
ment goods purchased by domestic producers in a given year.

Distortions. The allocations in our economy need not be efficient. We define wedges in
our sub-economy of interest, N , as follows.

Definition 3 (Wedges). For each good i ∈ N , the wedge µi is defined to be the price, pi,
divided by the marginal cost of producing i.3

3We do not define wedges for i in the special case where fi has zero returns to scale because in this
case marginal cost is undefined. Having said that, our notation for wedges is general and allows us to
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As mentioned earlier, Assumptions 1 and 2 and Definition 3 are not enough infor-
mation to pin down equilibrium allocations. For example, we have not specified how
wedges and prices are determined. Furthermore, we have not imposed that yi necessar-
ily be a positive number — given the limited assumptions we impose, yi may be positive
or negative. For example, as we saw in Example 1, when E is nominal GDP, then yi is
negative whenever i is an imported intermediate good.

Table 1 illustrates how most measures of real economic activity, including real GDP,
real GNE, industrial output, and the Solow residual, can be captured by Definition 2 in a
way that Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied. The distinction between different measures
comes from their definition of final outputs, y, and external inputs, l, which in turn deter-
mines the sets N and H. As we saw above, in each case, the functions { fi}i∈N need to be
defined appropriately.

We now discuss the two types of questions we study in the rest of the paper: macro-
level aggregation and micro-level propagation, starting with aggregation.

2.2 Aggregation

A first set of questions concerns quantifying the microeconomic drivers of aggregate
growth. The growth accounting literature, pioneered by Solow (1957), Domar (1961)
and Hulten (1978), focused on perfectly competitive economies. Hall (1990), Basu and
Fernald (1997), and Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) propose different approaches to gener-
alizing growth accounting beyond marginal-cost-pricing environments.

In this paper we build on the approach in Baqaee and Farhi (2020c). We define ag-
gregate growth as the change in our chosen measure of real activity, and decompose it
into three sources: (1) increases in the supply of external inputs to N , (2) technological
progress within N , and (3) changes in the allocation of resources across producers in N .

To formalize our decomposition, we introduce the allocation rule X , which dictates, in
a way we will make precise later in Section 5, the share of each resource going to each
use of that resource in N . Technology parameters A, external inputs l, and the allocation
rule, X , jointly pin down the quantity of all final outputs and external inputs. Hence, we

fully saturate the model with wedges to reach any desired allocation. For example, to capture buyer-
seller specific wedges, we simply introduce a fictitious middle-man between buyers and sellers. A markup
charged by this fictitious middleman is isomorphic to a buyer-seller specific wedge. Wedges on endowment
goods are irrelevant since they do not distort allocations.
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Table 1: Alternative Definitions of Real Economic Activity
d log Y Set of quantities yi Set of actors N External inputs H

Real GDP

Domestic consumption
+ investment +

government spending +
net exports of all goods

i ∈ U

Domestic producers
and primary factors

in a given year
Empty set

Aggregate multifactor
productivity (Solow

residual)

Domestic consumption
+ investment +

government spending +
net exports of all goods

i ∈ U

Domestic producers
in a given year

Labor and capital
inputs

Real Gross National
Expenditures (Domestic

Absorption)

Domestic consumption
+ investment +

government spending
of all goods i ∈ U

Domestic
consumption,

investment, and
government goods

Empty set

Personal Consumption
Expenditures (PCE)

Consumption of
domestic and imported

goods i ∈ U in a
region-year

Producers and net
imports of

consumption goods
in a period

Empty set

Net present value of
real consumption

Consumption of all
goods i ∈ U in a region

across periods

Producers of
consumption goods
across multiple time

periods

Empty set

Aggregate investment

Investment goods
purchased by domestic

producers in a given
yea

Domestic investment
goods Empty set

Real industry output Products of the
industry

Producers and
factors in the
industry-year

Empty set

Real industry value
added

Products of the
industry minus
intermediates

Producers and
factors in the
industry-year

Empty set

Gross industrial
productivity

Products of the
industry

Producers in the
industry-year

Labor and capital
and intermediate

inputs

Value-added industrial
productivity

Products of the
industry minus
intermediates

Producers in the
industry-year

Labor and capital
inputs
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can decompose the change in real activity Y, to a first-order, into three parts:

d log Y
ds

=
∂ log Y
∂ log l

d log l
ds︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆ external inputs

+
∂ log Y
∂ log A

d log A
ds︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆ technology

+
∂ log Y

∂X
dX
ds︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆ allocation

, (4)

where the partial derivative in each summand holds fixed the other two effects.4 So, for
example, the first summand considers changes in the quantity of external inputs, holding
fixed internal technology parameters A and the allocation rule X .

The Fundamental Theorem of Aggregation. Theorem 1 is a fundamental aggregation
result that serves as a benchmark for much of the rest of the paper. This result, which is
a generalization of Hulten (1978), decomposes aggregate productivity along the lines of
(4). The pay-off to our abstract approach is that Theorem 1 simultaneously applies to all
notions of aggregate real activity outlined in Table 1, including measures of production,
consumption, and productivity. It also applies to both intertemporal and open economies.

Theorem 1 (Aggregation in Efficient Environment). In the absence of wedges in N , that is if
µi = 1 for every i, we have

d log Y
ds

= 0︸︷︷︸
∆ external inputs

+ ∑
i∈N

pixi

E
∂ log fi

∂ log A
d log A

ds︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆ technology

+ 0︸︷︷︸
∆ allocation

. (5)

In the equation above, ∂ log fi/∂ log A is the mechanical increase in the production
of i, holding fixed all inputs. If A is a Hicks-neutral productivity shifter for i, then
∂ log fi/∂ log A = 1.

Theorem 1 implies that, around an equilibrium with no wedges and to a first-order
approximation, changes in aggregate real activity only depend on changes in technology.
Changes in any other component of the state s (wedges, external inputs, or any supply
and demand shocks outside of N ) have no direct effect on output.

We provide some explicit examples below, but first, we describe each term in (5) in
sequence starting with external inputs. Intuitively, changes in the quantity of external

4In other words, for each of Z ∈ {l, A,X}, using (2), we define

∂ log Y
∂Z

= ∑
i∈N

pi
E

∂yi
∂Z

− ∑
i∈H

pi
E

∂li
∂Z

.
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inputs do not affect aggregate real activity because in (2) their value is subtracted out of
aggregate output at cost. Since, for each input, the marginal revenue product is equal to
the cost, the change in total output of the firms in N equals the change in inputs, with
opposite signs. We provide a concrete illustration in Example 6 below.

Next, consider the effect of technology shocks inside N . The contribution of technol-
ogy shocks to each producer is proportional to that producer’s sales as a share of nominal
output, oftentimes called its Domar weight. Crucially, the Domar weight i is related to its
total sales pixi rather than its final sales piyi. When there are intermediate inputs, then
total sales exceed final sales. This shows that intermediate inputs amplify the effect of
technology shocks on real activity. Furthermore, shocks to goods whose total sales are
zero, pixi = 0, like imported intermediates, where piyi = −∑j pixji, or goods that are
excluded from N , do not affect real economic activity. We provide a concrete illustration
in Example 5 below.5

Finally, equation (5) shows that changes in how resources are allocated across different
producers in N do not matter. This is because the marginal revenue product of each input
is being equated across competing uses at the initial allocation. Therefore, a reallocation
from one producer to another raises and lowers aggregate output by exactly off-setting
amounts. In other words, reallocation effects are irrelevant regardless of their cause, be
they technology shocks, demand shocks, or changes in wedges.

Theorem 1 nests many results in the literature. For example, Shephard’s lemma,
Hotelling’s lemma, Hulten’s theorem, the sufficient statistics formula used by Bachmann
et al. (2022), and the open-economy version of Hulten’s theorem in Burstein and Cravino
(2015) and Baqaee and Farhi (2019a) can all be derived as special cases. Theorem 1 also
applies to other measures of economic activity, like real GNE, which is a measure of wel-
fare in an open economy. Theorem 1 generalizes these results since it allows the real
activity measure to be the output of any subset of producers, and the state s can index
any variable, determined either inside or outside the set N .

To better understand Theorem 1, it helps to think through the following examples
from Table 1.

Example 5 (Determinants of Real GDP). Consider an efficient economy with a single con-
sumption good produced using labor and an imported intermediate with constant returns
to scale. We apply Theorem 1 to real GDP. The set of goods is N = U = {cons, lab, nx} ,

5See Kehoe and Ruhl (2008), Burstein and Cravino (2015), and Baqaee and Farhi (2019a) for more in-
formation about how imports affect real GDP. As shown by Baqaee and Farhi (2019a), the irrelevance of
imports to real GDP depends on productive efficiency, and breaks down in inefficient economies.
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corresponding to consumption, labor, and net exports. In the definition of real GDP, there
are no external inputs, so H = ∅ (see Table 1).

The production function for the consumption good is

xcons = f (Zxcons,lab, xcons,nx) ,

where Z is labor-augmenting technical change. The production function for labor has
zero returns to scale:

xlab = L,

where L is the endowment of labor. Finally, since domestic producers do not produce the
imported good, the total production of nx by domestic producers is xnx = 0. Therefore,
the vector A = (Z, L) captures the state of “technology” in the terminology of Assump-
tion 2.

Following the notation above, the final goods vector is

y =

 ycons

ylab

ynx

 =

 xcons

xlab − xcons,lab

xnx − xcons,nx

 =

 xcons

0
−xcons,nx

 .

Following Definition 1, nominal GDP is just consumption minus imports:

E = ∑
i

piyi = pconsxcons − pnxxcons,nx.

Following Definition 2, the change in real GDP is

d log YGDP =
pcons

E
· dycons +

plab
E

· dylabor +
pnx

E
dynx.

Theorem 1 implies that we can write

d log YGDP =
plabxlab

E
d log L +

pconsxcons

E
∂ log f
∂ log Z

d log Z = d log Z + d log L,

where we use plabxlab/E = 1. Hence, real GDP increases if, and only if, domestic technol-
ogy or employment increases. On the other hand, and perhaps counterintuively, real GDP
does not respond to shocks to imported intermediates, even if those inputs are essential
for production.
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Example 6 (Determinants of Solow Residual). Consider the same economy as in the pre-
vious example, but now focus on the Solow residual instead of GDP. In this case, we
let N = U = {cons, nx} . For the Solow residual, labor is treated as an external input.
Hence, H = {lab}, with an exogenous resource constraint given by llabor = L. Following
our notation, changes in the Solow residual net out external inputs, and are given by

d log YSR =
pcons

E
· dycons +

pnx

E
dynx −

plab
E

· dllab = d log Z,

which is a measure of domestic productive capacity purged of changes in employment.
As per Theorem 1, external inputs have no effect on d log YSR.

Example 7 (Determinants of Real GNE). Consider real GNE, described in Example 3. For
simplicity, assume there is no government or investment, so that domestic absoportion is
simply domestic consumption. In this case, E is total nominal consumption by domestic
consumers, and yi is consumption of good i. Use the same notation as in Example 3, and
denote domestic production of good i by zi = xi + xX

i − xM
i . This is equal to zero if the

domestic country does not produce good i.
Applying Theorem 1 yields the following decomposition of real domestic absorption

d log YRGNE

ds
= ∑

i∈N

pixi

E

[
pizi

pixi

d log Zi

ds
+

pixM
i

pixi

d log xM
i

ds
−

pixX
i

pixi

d log xX
i

ds

]
.

That is, changes in real GNE can be boiled down to sales-weighted changes in domestic
technology Z plus imports xM minus exports xX. Furthermore, given (Z, xM, xX), which
are “technologies” in the language of Assumption 2, other shocks and reallocations have
no effect on domestic absorption.6

Example 8 (Determinants of Net Present Value of Consumption). Consider again the neo-
classical growth model, described in Example 4. Suppose that the state s controls the pro-
ductivity shifters AC

i in each period. According to Theorem 1, changes in the net present
value of consumption, or welfare, are

d log YNPV

ds
=

∞

∑
i=1

pC
i xC

i
E

∂ log fi

∂ log AC
i

d log Ai

ds
=

∞

∑
i=1

QiGDPi

E
d log AC

i
ds

,

6Bachmann et al. (2022) use this logic, combined with methods in Section 6, to study the nonlinear impact
of a Russian gas embargo on German real GNE.
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where Qi is the stochastic discount factor for period i and E is permanent income. That is,
the elasticity of welfare to a productivity shock in period i is just the discounted GDP of
period i relative to permanent income.7 This fully accounts for the way that a productivity
shock induces additional capital accumulation.

These examples demonstrate the powerful generality of Theorem 1 to different con-
texts. Theorem 1 does have some important limitations however. First, if prices are not
always equal to marginal cost, the theorem does not predict output responses correctly.
Second, there can be strong nonlinearities that make the first-order approximation in
Theorem 1 unreliable even under the assumption of efficiency. Nevertheless, Theorem
1 provides a remarkably general point of departure for understanding the importance of
distortions and nonlinearities. We discuss distortions and nonlinearities briefly below.

Distortions. Much of the simplicity of Theorem 1 derives from its assumption of pro-
ductive efficiency. When there are distortions inside N , modelled as gaps between prices
and marginal costs, then changes in both external inputs and the allocation rule can have
first order effects on aggregate output. First, changes in the total quantity of external
inputs may affect output because the marginal revenue product of external inputs may
not equal their cost. Second, even holding external inputs and technologies constant,
changes in the allocation rule may affect output because a reshuffling of resources can
raise or lower aggregate output. We consider these scenarios in Section 5.

Nonlinearities. The decomposition in Theorem 1 is linear. In the presence of strong
nonlinearities, or large shocks, a first-order approximation can be misleading. One indi-
cator of nonlinearity is asymmetry — for example, negative shocks to critical industries
like oil or energy are much more damaging than positive shocks are beneficial due to
strong complementarities. A linear expansion like (4) does not take this into account.
Similarly, interactions between shocks are ruled out by first-order approximations. For
example, a negative shock to electricity generation is likely to be much more important
for aggregate output if it coincides with a negative shock to oil extraction. When relying
on linear approximations, the effect of two simultaneous shocks is just the sum of the ef-
fect of each shock on its own. Understanding these nonlinear interactions is precisely one

7Basu et al. (2022) deploy a similar argument to show that the welfare of a country’s infinitely-lived
representative consumer is summarized, to a first order, by the discounted stream of Solow residuals and
the initial capital stock.
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of the reasons we want to build more disaggregated models of the aggregate economy.
Section 6 considers nonlinear aggregation.

2.3 Propagation of Shocks

A second set of questions concerns how a change in the state s affects microeconomic
prices and quantities in our sub-economy N . The outcomes of interest could be the prices
and quantities of specific final goods in y, individual external inputs in l, and intermediate
inputs produced and used by firms in N . Understanding these outcomes is useful for a
wide variety of applications, such as the distributional impact of a shock on consumption
or income, the comovement of variables with one-another, the propagation of sectoral
shocks along supply chains in both prices and quantities, the response of factor income
shares to changes in technology and market structure, and structural transformation.

Theorem 1 shows that in an efficient equilibrium and to a first-order approximation,
propagation questions are unrelated to aggregation questions. We can use Theorem 1
without needing to know how prices and quantities of individual producers change in
response to shocks. In the rest of the paper, we study aggregation and propagation in
inefficient and nonlinear environments. As we shall see, in the presence of distortions
and nonlinearities, the uncoupling between aggregation and propagation disappears.

In the next section, we introduce a simple model, and using this model, we discuss
propagation, in Section 4, and aggregation, in Sections 5 and 6.

3 A Sandbox Economy

In this section, we introduce a toy or “sandbox” economy that we use for the rest of the
analysis. The sandbox economy is less general than the environment in Section 2: it is
closed, and it features a representative household with homothetic preferences, constant-
returns production functions, and a single primary factor of production. We use this sand-
box economy to illustrate more abstract results using a fully-spelled out model. We dis-
cuss in Section 8 how the ideas from the sandbox economy can be extended to economies
with multiple households, multiple factors, and non-constant returns to scale. Despite
these restrictions, the sandbox economy is still rich enough that it nests many standard
models with intermediate inputs.
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3.1 Primitives

There is a population of consumers with identical homothetic preferences and N produc-
ers. Household preferences, in money-metric terms, are given by some constant returns-
to-scale function

C = C (y1, . . . , yN) .

The ideal price index for the representative consumer is denoted by P.8 We refer to goods
produced with zero returns to scale (i.e. endowment goods) as factors. There is a single
primary factor called labor and its supply is exogenous.9 The budget constraint equates
total final expenditures to labor and profit income,

E = ∑
i

piyi = wL + ∑
i

πi,

where w is the price of labor (wage), and π denotes the vector of profits. The production
function of each i ∈ N uses labor and intermediates to make each good i, as in (1)

xi = Ai fi

(
Li,
{

xij
}

j∈N

)
, (6)

where Ai is a Hicks-neutral productivity shock.10 All production functions, except the
one for labor, have constant returns to scale.

We focus on two popular notions of aggregate output: real GDP and the Solow resid-
ual (see Table 1). For this sandbox economy, real GDP is of particular interest because
changes in real GDP exactly coincide with the change in consumer welfare in money-
metric terms:

∆ log YRGDP = ∆ log C.

Therefore, understanding real GDP is tantamount to understanding welfare. Further-
more, since the economy is closed and there is no investment, real GDP is also the same
as domestic absorption and consumption.

In the language of Section 2, our universe of goods is U = {1, . . . , N} ∪ {C} ∪ {L},
where, with some abuse of notation, C denotes the final consumer and L denotes the

8The ideal price index is defined as miny{∑i piyi : C = 1}.
9Section 7.1 extends this setup to account for elastic labor supply.

10Input-biased technical change can be captured as a special case of this using fictitious intermediaries.
To capture a technology shock to xij, we simply introduce a fictitious firm that buys from j and sells to i and
a Hicks-neutral shock to this fictitious producer is isomorphic to an input-specific shock to xij.
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primary factor. The collection of producers we are interested in is either N = {1, . . . , N}∪
{L} or N = {1, . . . , N} depending on whether we are interested in real GDP or the Solow
residual.

3.2 Input-output Notation

We now introduce some useful notation. To write compact formulas, we treat final con-
sumption and labor as additional producers. The final consumption sector buys the var-
ious goods and assembles them into the consumption bundle, which it then sells to the
representative agent with µC = 1. The labor sector is an endowment of labor sold to other
producers with µL = 1. We order U by putting the consumption sector first and the labor
sector last.

The input-output matrix is the (N + 2)× (N + 2) matrix whose ij-th element is

Ωij =
pjxij

pixi
.

In words, Ωij is i’s expenditures on j as a share of i’s sales. In a similar way, we define the
cost-based input-output matrix Ω̃ij = µiΩij. With our notation, the sales- and cost-based
input-output matrices are as follows:

Ω =



0 ΩC1 · · · ΩCN 0

0 Ω11 · · · Ω1N Ω1L

0 . . .

0 ΩN1 ΩNN ΩNL

0 0 · · · 0 0


, and Ω̃ =



0 ΩC1 · · · ΩCN 0

0 µ1Ω11 · · · µ1Ω1N µ1Ω1L

0 . . .

0 µNΩN1 µNΩNN µNΩNL

0 0 · · · 0 0


.

We also define the sales-based and cost-based Leontief inverses as Ψ = (I − Ω)−1, and
Ψ̃ = (I − Ω̃)−1. While the elements Ω̃ij record the direct exposure of producer i’s cost
to j’s prices, the Leontief inverse Ψ̃ records the direct and indirect exposures through the
production network. This can be seen most clearly by writing

Ψ̃ =
(

I − Ω̃
)−1

= I + Ω̃ + Ω̃2 + . . . ,

and noting that (Ω̃n)ij measures the weighted sums of all paths of length n from producer
i to producer j.
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Finally, denote the total sales of i relative to total nominal output, or the Domar weight,
by

λi =
pixi

∑j∈N pjyj
.

Labor plays an important role in our analysis, and hence we use a special notation for the
Domar weight of labor denoting it by Λ ≡ λL.

With our notation, the sales- and cost-based Leontief inverses are as follows:

Ψ =



1 λ1 · · · λN Λ
0 Ψ11 · · · Ψ1N Ψ1L

0 . . .

0 ΨN1 ΨNN ΨNL

0 0 · · · 0 1


, and Ψ̃ =



1 λ̃1 · · · λ̃N 1

0 Ψ̃11 · · · Ψ̃1N 1

0 . . .

0 Ψ̃N1 Ψ̃NN 1

0 0 · · · 0 1


.

The first row of the Leontief inverse Ψ, corresponding to final consumption, contains
the Domar weights. To see why this is the case, note that the aggregate budget constraint
implies λC = 1, while the resource constraints for each i ∈ {1, . . . , N} ∪ L imply that total
sales of i equal total purchases from producers and final consumers:

λi = ΩCi +
N

∑
j=1

λjΩji = ∑
j∈U

λjΩji. (7)

Equation (7) in turn implies λi = ΨCi.11 In particular, the resource constraint for labor
implies that

Λ =
wL

∑j pjyj
= ∑

j∈U
λjΩjL = ΨCL.

The last column of Ψ captures the fraction of each producer’s revenues that eventually is
paid to labor. If there were no markups, then we would have ΨiL = Ψ̃iL = 1 for every i.
If there are positive markups (µ > 1), then ΨiL < 1, because part of revenues are paid off
as profits rather than as wages at each step of the supply chain. One can thus interpret
ΨiL as a measure of the total inverse markup along i’s supply chain (including i itself).
In particular, the equality ΨCL = Λ highlights that the labor share can be interpreted as
a measure of the aggregate inverse markup. The last column of Ψ̃ instead captures the

11We can rewrite (7) as λi = ∑j∈N ΩCjΨji = ΨCi, where the last equality follows from the fact that ΩiC = 0
for every i.
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total fraction of each producer’s costs that accrues to labor, taking into account indirect
payments through the supply chain. Since labor is the only primary factor, all costs ulti-
mately originate from wage payments, either directly or indirectly. Hence, we have that
Ψ̃iL = 1 for every i.12

We provide some examples to illustrate how this notation can be used to represent
common network structures.

Example 9 (Horizontal Economy). A popular structure is a single CES consumption ag-
gregator without input-output linkages. The economy has N producers, each of whom
uses only labor to produce, and sells directly and exclusively to the household (ΩiL = 1,
Ωij = 0 for every i ∈ N). Household expenditure shares are given by ΩCi for i ∈ N and
ΩCC = ΩCL = 0 since the consumption sector does not purchase from itself or from labor.
In this economy, the labor share is given by Λ = ∑j

ΩCj
µj

, which is decreasing in markups.
The economy has a horizontal structure and is depicted in Figure 1.

HH

· · ·1 N

Figure 1: Horizontal economy. Arrows show flow of goods. Labor input is not shown.

Example 10 (Roundabout Economy). The roundabout economy, popularized by Basu
(1995), is the simplest way to introduce intermediate inputs. There is a single producer
who buys intermediate inputs from itself. Denoting the intermediate input share in pro-
duction by Ω11, we have Ω1L = 1 − Ω11 and the labor share is given by Λ = 1

µ1
. This

economy is depicted in Figure 2.

HH1

Figure 2: Roundabout economy. Arrows show flow of goods. Labor is not shown.

12 Formally, the equality follows from the fact that cost shares must sum to one, ∑j∈N Ω̃ij + Ω̃iL = 1.
We can rewrite this equality as Ψ̃iL = ∑j Ψ̃ijΩjL = 1, where the first equality follows from the condition
Ω̃Li = 0 for every i ∈ I .
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4 Microeconomic Propagation

Having defined the primitives of our sandbox economy, in this section we consider how
technology and wedge shocks hitting one producer are transmitted to the prices and
quantities of other producers. These results are of independent interest for understanding
co-movement across the economy.13 However, it turns out that, even if one is not inter-
ested in co-movement per se, aggregation in inefficient or nonlinear settings, studied in
Sections 5 and 6, requires understanding how shocks propagate at a disaggregated level.
Therefore, the results in this section will be useful when we turn our attention back to
aggregation.

We begin by studying how prices respond to shocks, which we call forward propaga-
tion. We then consider how sales respond to shocks, which we call backward propagation.
The log-difference between sales and price changes yields quantity changes. The results
presented in this section are special cases of those in Baqaee and Farhi (2020c).

4.1 Prices: Forward Equations

Prices are determined through forward propagation equations. These equations describe
how productivity and wedge shocks are pushed forward through supply chains from
suppliers to their customers. To derive the forward equations, note that cost minimization
by each producer implies that the price of i ∈ {1, . . . , N} is determined by

d log pi =
N

∑
j=1

µiΩijd log pj + µiΩiLd log w + d log µi − d log Ai. (8)

In words, the price of i responds to changes in the price of each of its inputs in proportion
to the share of that input in i’s costs. Whenever there are non-unit markups, there is a
gap between expenditures on each input as a share of revenues, Ωij, and expenditures as
a share of costs, µiΩij. One input is labor, whose share in total costs is µiΩiL. Finally, the
price of i also responds to its own wedge d log µi and technology d log Ai. Equation (8) is

13Since our sandbox economy has a single factor of production and a representative agent, it is unsuitable
for studying questions related to the distribution of income across different factors (e.g. labor and capital).
However, in Section 8, we discuss how these results can be generalized to contexts with heterogenous
consumers and multiple factors.
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a system of linear equations in d log p. Solving through for d log p, we get14

d log p = 1d log w + Ψ̃ (d log µ − d log A) , (9)

Without loss of generality, we set nominal output to be the numeraire. Under this
normalization, changes in the nominal wage are driven either by changes in the Domar
weight of labor Λ or changes in the endowment L:

d log w = d log Λ − d log L.

For now, we take the quantity of labor to be exogenously determined and fixed (so that
d log L = 0). Under these assumptions, we can rewrite (9) in the following way.

Proposition 1 (Forward Propagation). The change in prices in response to technology and
wedge shocks is

d log pi =
N

∑
j=1

Ψ̃ij
(
d log µj − d log Aj

)
+ d log Λ. (10)

In words, a wedge or technology shock propagates from upstream suppliers to down-
stream consumers through prices. The propagation is mediated by the Leontief inverse
Ψ̃. In addition, all prices are equally affected by a change in the wage, which given our
choice of numeraire, is just the change in labor’s share of income. This formulation of the
forward equation naturally extends to economies with multiple factors and consumers
(for example labor and capital, or high- and low-skill workers).

Example 11 (Amplification of Productivity Shocks). To illustrate how input-output link-
ages can amplify shocks, consider the roundabout economy depicted in Figure 2. Assume
marginal cost pricing, µ = 1. In the absence of wedges, labor’s share of income is identi-
cally equal to one, and hence d log Λ = 0. The forward equation (10) then pins down the
price as a function of changes in productivity:

d log p = − 1
1 − Ω11

d log A, (11)

The effect of productivity on prices is increasing in the intermediate input share Ω11. In-
tuitively, in this economy, a productivity shock lowers the price of the final good directly,

14To derive equation (9) we used the equality ∑j Ψ̃ijΩ̃jL = 1 for every i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, derived in Footnote
12.
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but also indirectly by lowering the price of intermediates, intermediates’ intermediates,
and so on, ad infinitum. The cumulative effect of the productivity shock is given by

∑∞
t=0 Ωt

11 = (1 − Ω11)
−1.

4.2 Sales: Backward Equations

The forward equations pin down changes in prices as a function of shocks and changes in
sales (specifically, the sales share of labor). We now derive the backward equations, which
pin down changes in sales (including the sales share of labor) as a function of changes in
prices and shocks. Combining the backward and forward equations will yield a complete
characterization of propagation patterns in terms of primitives.

The backward equations describe how changes in demand are transmitted backwards
from buyers to suppliers. Like in simpler models, demand elasticities play a key role.
When the relative price of some good i increases (due to changes in productivity and/or
wedges), the expenditure share on i also increases if, and only if, i is complementary with
the other goods in the economy, according to an appropriate notion of complementarity
implied by the production network.

To derive the backward propagation equations, we differentiate the market clearing
equation (7):

dλ′ = dλ′Ω + λ′dΩ = λ′dΩΨ. (12)

We proceed term-by-term. For expositional clarity, suppose that each i has a CES produc-
tion function with elasticity of substitution θi. In this case, changes in the expenditure
shares of each i on j is

d log Ωij =
(

1 − θi
)(

d log pj − ∑
k

Ω̃ikd log pk

)
− d log µi

= (1 − θi)CovΩ̃(i,:)

(
d log p, I(:,j)

)
− d log µi. (13)

The first line shows that i switches expenditures towards j if the price of j rises by more
than prices on average, and if j is complements with other inputs. Furthermore, hold-
ing input prices constant, an increase in i’s markups reduces expenditures on all inputs.
The second line rewrites the change in a more compact way using an input-weighted co-
variance where d log p is a vector of price changes, I(:,j) is the jth column of the identity
matrix, and the covariance uses the weights given by i’s input shares Ω̃(i,:). Substituting
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(13) into (12), and using the distributive properties of covariances, yields the backward
propagation equations in Proposition 2 below.

Proposition 2 (Backward Propagation). The change in the sales share of each good i is

dλi = −
N

∑
j=1

λjΨjid log µj +
N

∑
k=1

λk
µk

(
1 − θk

)
CovΩ̃(k,:)

(
d log p, Ψ(:,i)

)
, (14)

where Ω̃(k,:) denotes the kth row of Ω̃ and Ψ(:,i) denotes the ith column of Ψ. When specialized to
labor, this is

dΛ = −
N

∑
j=1

λjΨjLd log µj +
N

∑
k=1

λk
µk

(
1 − θk

)
CovΩ̃(k,:)

(
d log p, Ψ(:,L)

)
. (15)

The intuition for both equations is similar, so focus on equation (15). The first set of
summands captures a level effect, and tells us that the labor share falls if j’s markup in-
creases, and the importance of j depends on its size λj times the fraction of its revenues
that are ultimately paid out to labor ΨjL. The second set of summands capture a com-
position effect, coming from expenditure-switching due to substitution. If producer k
substitutes towards inputs with high labor payments, then this raises labor’s share of in-
come. This is the case when goods are substitutes (θk > 1), and prices fall more for goods
with high markups along their supply chain. That is, when goods are substitutes and the
covariance between price changes d log p and total labor payments Ψ(:,L) is negative. Sim-
ilarly, labor’s share of income increases when good are complements and the covariance
is positive (and vice versa).

Example 12 (Markups and the Labor Share in the Horizontal Economy). In this exam-
ple, we specialize equation (15) to the horizontal economy depicted in Figure 1. We re-
strict attention to changes in markups, so that d log p = d log µ + d log Λ. In this econ-
omy, CovΩ̃(j,:)

(
d log p, 1

µ

)
̸= 0 only for j = C (i.e. for the final consumer). Furthermore,

CovΩ̃(C,:)

(
d log p, 1

µ

)
= CovΩ̃(C,:)

(
d log µ, 1

µ

)
. Putting this all together, the change in the

labor share is

dΛ = −
N

∑
j=1

λjµ
−1
j d log µj + (1 − θC)CovΩ̃(C,:)

(
d log µ,

1
µ

)
. (16)

The first term is a mechanical effect capturing the fact that, holding fixed initial spending,
a change in markups changes the labor share. The second term describes the composi-
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tion effect whereby spending patterns change in response to changes in relative prices.
Specifically, if goods are complements, and relative prices rise for goods with initially
high markups, as captured by the covariance CovΩ̃(C,:)

(
d log µ, 1

µ

)
, then the labor share

falls. This is because spending shifts in favor of high-markup producers, and this further
reduces the labor share.

Combining the backward equation (14) with the forward equation (10) pins down
all prices, expenditures, and quantities.15 In Sections 5 and 6 we see that these backward
and forward equations are needed in order to understand aggregation in inefficient and
nonlinear economies.

5 Aggregation with Inefficiencies

We now generalize the aggregation result in Theorem 1 beyond the efficient case for the
sandbox economy.16 To generalize Theorem 1, we define the allocation rule X of the
economy to be the matrix that records the share of each good j ∈ N sent to each user
i ∈ N . We first present a non-parametric result, where changes in real GDP and the
Solow residual are expressed as a function of the labor share. Corollary 1 then derives
a parametric version of the result, using the forward and backward equations to express
changes in the labor share in terms of primitives.

Proposition 3 (Real GDP and Solow Residual in Sandbox Economy). Given changes in
technology d log A, wedges d log µ, and factor quantities d log L, the change in real GDP in the
sandbox economy is

d log YRGDP =
N

∑
i=1

λ̃id log Ai + d log L︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆ technology

−
N

∑
i=1

λ̃id log µi − d log Λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆ allocation

, (17)

and the change in the Solow residual is

d log YSR = (1 − Λ)d log L︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆ external inputs

+
N

∑
i=1

λ̃id log Ai︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆ technology

− ∑
i∈N

λ̃id log µi − d log Λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆ allocation

. (18)

15As shown by Baqaee and Farhi (2019a), repeatedly iterating on the forward and backward equations
can also be used to compute exact (nonlinear) comparative statics.

16See Appendix B for a version of the theorem which applies to the more general setup in Section 2.
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To derive (17), note that real GDP can be expressed as the change in nominal output
deflated by an appropriately defined price index

d log YRGDP = d log ∑
i∈N

piyi − ∑
i∈N

piyi

∑j piyi
d log pi.

Plugging the forward equations (10) into the expression above yields (17).
Note that when prices are equal to marginal cost in the initial equilibrium, Proposition

3 collapses to Theorem 1. This is because when µi = 1, we have that λ̃i = λi = pixi/E.
Furthermore, if µi = 1 for every i, then d log Λ = −∑i λid log µi and Λ = Λ̃ = 1.

Before explaining the intuition for Proposition 3, a word about its applicability. We
treat changes in external inputs, productivity, and wedges as exogenous primitives. The-
ories of innovation, market frictions, consumption-leisure choice, and international trade
endogeneize l, A, and µ in different ways. In these cases, l, A, and µ are themselves
functions of some deeper primitive state variable. The determination of these functions
could be complex and interesting in and of itself. In those cases, Proposition 3 still ap-
plies, but it must be supplemented with additional equations to conduct counterfactuals,
since external inputs, technologies, and wedges may move simultaneously in response to
a given shock. For example, equation (17) implies that reductions in the labor share are
associated with gains in allocative efficiency. However, reducing the labor share may also
cause employment to fall. In Section 7.1, we show how to endogenize labor supply, and
in Section 7.2 we show one way of endogenizing wedges (sticky prices).

Now we discuss intuition. Proposition 3 spells out the three sources of aggregate
changes discussed in Section 2: changes in external inputs, technology effects, and re-
allocation effects. We discuss the three forces highlighted by Proposition 3 in sequence.
First, consider the external inputs effect. In contrast to the efficient case in Theorem 1,
away from an efficient equilibrium changes in external inputs directly affect aggregate
real activity. Following the definitions in Table 1, this effect does not appear for real GDP,
since there are no external inputs. For the Solow residual, instead, labor is an external
input, and, if the labor share Λ is less than one, then an increase in labor shows up as a
positive change (as observed by Hall, 1990). Intuitively, the labor share is a measure of
the aggregate inverse markup,17 so that, when Λ < 1, the marginal revenue product of
labor holding fixed the allocation rule exceeds its cost. Hence, as the quantity of labor in-
creases, output increases proportionately to the marginal revenue product of labor, while

17See Section 3.2 for a discussion.
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the Solow residual subtracts the additional labor input from the net output measure ac-
cording to its cost. In the absence of wedges, this term is equal to zero since the labor
share is identically equal to one.

Next, consider the direct effect of technology shocks. Similar to Hulten’s theorem, the
contribution of technology shocks in each sector to aggregate real activity is proportional
to the relevant Domar weight. The only difference relative to Hulten’s theorem is that
we must use cost-based Domar weight, which adjust the traditional sales-based Domar
weights for the presence of the wedges µ. In the absence of wedges, λ̃ = λ, but with
positive markups, the cost-based Domar weights will exceed the revenue-based Domar
weights (λ̃ ≥ λ).

Finally, consider the reallocation effects in (17). There are beneficial reallocations if
labor’s share of income declines faster than λ̃ weighted wedges increase. Intuitively, ben-
eficial reallocations are those that redirect resources towards the parts of the economy that
were too small to begin with. Holding markups constant, the labor share falls if, and only
if, firms with relatively heavily marked up supply chains get larger. That is, the labor
share falls if firms whose sales are mostly dissipated as wedge income rather than labor
income get larger. Since these are precisely the parts of the economy that are inefficiently
too small, because wedges are high, the reduction in the labor share signals beneficial
reallocation. If the wedges themselves are rising, then even holding the allocation of re-
sources constant, the labor share will fall. The presence of the −∑i λ̃id log µi term in (17)
accounts for this mechanical (non-composition) effect of changes in wedges on the labor
share.

In Corollary 1 we use the backward equation (15) to substitute for d log Λ in equa-
tion (17), providing an expression for the change in real GDP in terms of microeconomic
primitives.

Corollary 1 (Real GDP in Terms of Primitives). Substituting for the labor share from the
backward equation (15) yields

d log YRGDP = ∑
i

λ̃id log Ai + d log L︸ ︷︷ ︸
technology

−∑
j

λj

µj

(
θj − 1

)
CovΩ̃(j,:)

(
∑

i
Ψ̃(:,i)d log Ai, Ψ(:,L)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

reallocation caused by technology
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+∑
j

λj

µj
θjCovΩ̃(j,:)

(
∑

i
Ψ̃(:,i)d log µi, Ψ(:,L)

)
.︸ ︷︷ ︸

reallocation caused by wedges

(19)

The reallocation effects of productivity and wedge shocks are captured by the covariance
between relative price changes, d log p − d log Λ = ∑i Ψ̃(:,i)(d log µi − d log Ai), and the
cumulative inverse markups Ψ(:,L).18 As usual, beneficial reallocations take place when
resources shift towards producers with relatively high initial wedges, because from a
social perspective these producers received too few resources to begin with.

Start by considering reallocation effects due to technology shocks and consider some
producer j in the sum. A negative covariance means that suppliers of j with heavily
marked-up supply chains, measured by Ψ(:,L), are also the ones whose relative prices rose
due to the productivity shocks, measured by ∑i Ψ̃(:,i)d log Ai. If j’s inputs are substitutes,
θj > 1, then j will substitute away from these suppliers. In this situation, substitution
by j redirects resources away from relatively high-markup parts of the economy, which
lowers aggregate output since those parts of the economy were too small to begin with.

Next, consider the reallocation effects due to changes in wedges. Increasing i’s wedge
lowers i’s demand for inputs. Therefore, resources are always (weakly) reallocated away
from it. This reallocation is stronger the more substitutable are inputs. Therefore real-
location effects due to wedges are negative when increases in wedges positively covary
with initial cumulative inverse markups, captured by Ψ(:,L), thereby increasing the overall
dispersion across sectoral wedges.

To make this more concrete, consider the following example.

Example 13 (Reallocation in Horizontal Economy). The horizontal economy clearly il-
lustrates how shocks interact with initial wedges. Suppose that producers have hetero-
geneous initial markups µi, and are hit by a vector of productivity and wedge shocks
(d log A, d log µ). Consumers have CES preferences, with elasticity of substitution θC.
Equation (19) becomes

d log YRGDP = Eλ[d log A]︸ ︷︷ ︸
technology

+
(

1 − θC
)

CovΩ(C,:)

(
d log A,

1
µ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

reallocation caused by technology

+ θCCovΩ(C,:)

(
d log µ,

1
µ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
reallocation caused by wedges

,

where λ = Ω(C,:) are the household’s consumption shares in the initial equilibrium, and

18Section 3.2 illustrates the relation between inverse markups and Ψ(:,L).
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Eλ(·) is the sales-weighted average. Consider reallocations due to productivity shocks.
Allocative efficiency improves either if goods are substitutes and productivity increases
for high-markup producers, or if goods are complements and productivity increases for
low-markup producers. Either way, beneficial reallocations due to productivity shocks to
take place if labor’s share of income falls, as in Proposition 3.

Now consider reallocations due to changes in wedges. Allocative efficiency rises if
markups fall for producers with initially high markups. This holds regardless of the value
of the elasticity of substitution, but the effect is stronger if the elasticity is higher, since this
implies stronger beneficial reallocations in response to the changes in markups. When
the elasticity of substitution θC = 0, then the change in labor’s share of income, d log Λ, is
exactly equal to the mechanical change in the average wedges −Eλ[d log µ]. In this case,
there are no reallocations due to changes in wedges. When the elasticity of substitution
is greater than zero, reallocations take place according the covariance of the change in the
wedge and the initial wedge.

Given the example above, it is tempting to conclude that firms are too small from a
social perspective if their markup/wedge is higher than average. In the misallocation lit-
erature, the wedge µ is called revenue productivity (TFPR). Most models of misallocation
have a horizontal structure, as in Figure 1, and so firms with higher TFPR (wedges) are
too small and ones with lower TFPR are too large relative to first-best. The next example
shows that when firms are interdependent, this logic breaks down.

Example 14 (Reallocations with Interdependent Firms). Consider the economy depicted
in Figure 3. Firm 1 produces directly from labor but firm 2 sources its input from firm 3,
and firm 3 uses labor. Suppose that µ1 > µ3 = 1. That is, producer 1 has a higher markup
than producer 3. Firm 1 and 3 are the only users of labor, and since 1 has the higher
markup, one might naively expect that reallocating workers from 3 to 1 should raise ag-
gregate efficiency. After all, in the jargon of the literature on misallocation, producer 1
has a higher revenue productivity (TFPR) than firm 3, and these two firms are the only
ones competing over workers in this economy. To achieve such a reallocation, consider a
subsidy τ1 for 1’s use of labor. This is isomorphic to a reduction in 1’s markup. Corollary
1 implies that

d log Y
d log τ1

= −θ0λ1(1 − λ1)µ̄

[
µ2 − µ1

µ1µ2

]
d log τ1.

That is, the subsidy will reduce output if µ2 > µ1, despite the fact that 2 is not directly us-
ing any labor. This example underscores that when firms are interdependent, one cannot
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compare wedges to wedges, in this case µ1 to µ3, in isolation to determine the conse-
quences of reallocations. This harkens back to the classic arguments of McKenzie (1951)
who cautioned against this type of logic in designing policies.

HH1 2 3

Figure 3: Arrows direct the flow of goods. The primary factor input (labor) is not shown.

6 Nonlinear Aggregation

As mentioned earlier, the forward and backward equations are also a building block to
study the nonlinear effect of productivity and wedges on aggregate output. For instance,
shocks to small producers can have large aggregate effects due to nonlinearities and com-
plementarities in production.

In this section, we use the forward and backward equations to characterize, to a
second-order, the aggregate consequences of technology shocks and distortions. Con-
sider the second-order approximation

∆ log Y ≈ ∂ log Y
∂ log A

· ∆ log A +
∂ log Y
∂ log µ

· ∆ log µ +
1
2
∇2 log Y,

around µ = 1. The first-order terms are given by Theorem 1, so we focus on the second-
order terms, which can be spelled out as

∇2 log Y = d log AT ∂2 log Y
∂ log A2 d log A + 2d log AT ∂2 log Y

∂ log A∂µ
d log µ + d log µT ∂2 log Y

∂ log µ
d log µ.

The terms in this equation capture nonlinearities with respect to technology shocks and
wedges. The first set of summands are nonlinearities associated with technology shocks
holding fixed wedges, the second set of summands are nonlinearities associated with
interactions between technology and wedge shocks (cross-partial derivatives between
wedge and technology shocks), and the last set of summands are nonlinearities associ-
ated with wedges holding fixed technology.

The following two propositions, extending Baqaee and Farhi (2020c), describe nonlin-
earities associated with technology and wedge shocks. Proposition 4 expresses aggregate
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nonlinearities in terms of (endogenous) changes in quantities and expenditure shares in-
duced by the shocks. Proposition 5 then re-expresses this result in terms of microeco-
nomic primitives using the additional structure provided by our sandbox economy.

Proposition 4 (Nonlinear Aggregation Near Efficiency). Consider the economy described in
Section 2. Suppose the supply of external inputs is fixed. Around the efficient allocation, up to a
second-order approximation in (d log A, d log µ), the change in aggregate output is

∇2 log Y = ∑
i,j

λi
∂ log λi

∂ log Aj
d log Ajd log Ai︸ ︷︷ ︸

technology shocks

+∑
i,j

λi
∂ log xi

∂ log µj
d log µjd log µi,︸ ︷︷ ︸

wedge shocks

(20)

assuming that ∆ log Y is path-independent and Ai are Hicks-neutral.19

Equation (20) shows that the nonlinear effect of subjecting the economy to technology
and wedge shocks can be broken down into two separate terms. Specifically, at the effi-
cient allocation, there are no interactions (cross-partial derivatives) between wedge and
technology shocks. Furthermore, nonlinearities due to technology shocks can be writ-
ten in terms of changes in expenditure shares caused by technology shocks. On the other
hand, nonlinearities due to wedges can be written in terms of changes in quantities caused
by wedges.

The changes in quantities and expenditure shares in equation (20) are endogenous. Us-
ing the forward and backward propagation equations (10) and (14), Proposition 5 rewrites
them in terms of the microeconomic primitives instead.

Proposition 5 (Nonlinear Aggregation in Terms of Primitives). For the sandbox economy,
around the efficient allocation, the second-order derivative of real GDP with respect to productivity
and wedges is given by

∇2 log YRGDP = − ∑
j∈N

λj

(
1 − θ j

)
VarΩ(j,:)

(
∑

i
Ψ(:,i)d log Ai

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

technology shocks

−∑
j

λjθ
jVarΩ(j,:)

(
∑

i
Ψ(:,i)d log µi

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

wedge shocks

.

19As mentioned before, the assumption of Hicks neutrality is easy to generalize simply by replacing
d log Ai with (∂ log fi/∂ log Ai)d log Ai instead. The assumption that ∆ log Y is path-independent, however,
is not without loss of generality. Throughout the rest of this section, we assume that the integral in (3) is
path-independent. This is ensures ∆ log Y can be written as a function of the initial and final state only and
does not depend on the path of integration. In the sandbox economy of Section 3, real GDP and the Solow
residual satisfy this requirement. See Hulten (1973) and Baqaee and Burstein (2021) for more information
on path-dependence.
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The first part gives the nonlinear effects of technology shocks—these terms can be
negative or positive depending on whether aggregate output is concave or convex in
the technology shocks. The second part is the nonlinear effects of wedge shocks—these
terms are always negative since the introduction of wedges into an efficient economy
necessarily reduces output.

Since there are no interactions between productivity and wedge shocks in Proposi-
tion 5, we discuss the effect of productivity and wedges in isolation below, starting with
technology shocks.

Nonlinear Effect of Technology Shocks. Denoting the (unapproximated) change in real
GDP by ∆ log YRGDP, and focusing our discussion on technology shocks, assuming away
wedges, Proposition 5 implies the following second-order approximation:

∆ log YRGDP ≈ ∑
i

λi∆ log Ai −
1
2 ∑

j
λj

(
1 − θ j

)
VarΩ(j,:)

(
∑

i
Ψ(:,i)∆ log Ai

)
, (21)

where ∆ log Ai is the productivity shock to i. The sign of the second order terms in equa-
tion (21) depends on whether the microeconomic elasticities of substitution θ j are greater
than or less than one. Intuitively, productivity changes generate price dispersion. This is
beneficial when goods are substitutes, because producers and consumers can shift their
expenditures towards cheaper goods. By contrast, when goods are complements, output
is constrained by the most expensive (least productive) input.

Recall from the forward equation (10) that the term ∑i Ψ(:,i)∆ log Ai corresponds to the
change in the price of each good relative to labor in response to the vector of productivity
shocks ∆ log A. Producer j will substitute its expenditures across inputs in accordance
to the price dispersion it faces in the price of its inputs and how different its elasticity of
substitution is from one. The relevant price dispersion for each producer j is given by the
variance of relative prices weighted by its input shares VarΩ(j,:)

(
∑i Ψ(:,i)∆ log Ai

)
. This

expenditure-switching by j changes the Domar weights in the economy. The larger is j’s
own Domar weight, λj, the more expenditure-switching by j will affect the Domar weight
of other producers. By Proposition 4, through a nonlinear effect, changes in productivity
have a larger impact on aggregate output if the Domar weights increase for the sectors
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whose productivity also increased. To illustrate the intuition, consider the following ex-
ample.

Example 15 (Nonlinearity due to Critical Inputs). Consider an economy with a star sup-
plier depicted in Figure 4. There are N retailers who sell directly and exclusively to the
household. Each retailer i relies on a mix of labor and an intermediate input labeled e (say
energy). Energy does not use materials, so ΩEi = 0, for every i. Retailers do not use ma-
terials other than energy, so Ωij = 0 for j ̸= e. Finally, energy uses only the primary factor
ΩeL = 1, whereas the labor intensity of retailers is inversely related to energy intensity
ΩiL = 1 − Ωie .

HH

· · ·· · ·1 · · · N

e

Figure 4: Star input economy. The arrows direct the flow of goods. The primary factor
input (labor) is not shown.

Suppose the star input (energy) and labor are complements in production, but con-
sumption goods are substitutes: θ j < 1 < θC. Furthermore, suppose that there are no
productivity shocks to the retailers (∆ log Ai = 0), while energy productivity changes by
∆ log Ae. Applying (21) gives

∆ log YRGDP ≈ λe∆ log Ae −
1
2

[
∑

j

(
1 − θ j

)
λjΩje(1 − Ωje) +

(
1 − θC

)
VarΩ(C,:)

(
Ω(:,e)

)]
∆ log A2

e .

Focus on the nonlinear terms. If inputs are complements (θi < 1) the terms involving
1 − θi are negative, because retailers’ output is constrained by the least productive of the
two inputs (energy and labor). If energy becomes more productive, then retailers are
constrained by the fact that labor productivity has not increased, and vice versa. On the
other hand, the term involving 1− θC is positive. If producers have heterogeneous energy
intensity Ωe,i, and final goods are substitutes (θC > 1), consumers increase their expen-
diture on goods with lower (higher) energy intensity after a negative (positive) energy
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shock. This diminishes the effect of negative shocks and amplifies the effect of positive
ones.

Nonlinear Effect of Wedges. We now shift focus to the role of distortions and assume
away technology shocks. In this case, Proposition 5 simplifies to

∆ log YRGDP ≈ 1
2 ∑

i
λi∆ log xi∆ log µi = −1

2 ∑
j

λjθjVarΩ(j,:)

(
∑

i
Ψ(:,i)∆ log µi

)
, (22)

where ∆ log xi and ∆ log µi are the changes in wedges and total quantity i. By Theorem 1,
the first-order terms are zero so there are only nonlinear terms. The first equality shows
that the reduction in aggregate productivity caused by wedges is approximately equal
to the Domar-weighted sum of deadweight-loss (Harberger 1964) triangles throughout
the economy. These losses from misallocation are larger if Domar weights are larger and
if quantities are more elastic to wedges. The second equality expresses these Harberger
triangles in terms of the input-output matrix and elasticities of substitution.

Unlike with productivity shocks, where the second-order effects originating from each
producer j are positive if, and only if, its inputs are substitutes, for wedges, the second-
order terms are always (weakly) negative, and more so when goods are better substitutes.
Intuitively, expenditure-switching by consumers and producers inefficiently reallocates
quantities away from sectors with higher relative markup. This effect is stronger when
elasticities of substitution, θ j, are larger. Again, we turn to some examples to illustrate the
intuition.

Example 16 (Misallocation in the Horizontal Economy). Consider the horizontal economy
in Figure 1. Applying (22) yields

∆ log YRGDP ≈ −1
2

θCVarλ (∆ log µ) .

This equation shows that markup dispersion across sectors lowers aggregate output, and
more so for higher elasticities of substitution.20 Consumers inefficiently substitute toward
low-markup goods, so that labor is not allocated to the goods with highest marginal rev-
enue product. The reallocations caused by the wedges, and hence the extent of misallo-

20This is reminiscent of the formula derived by Hsieh and Klenow (2009) under the assumption that
markups and productivities are jointly lognormal. The difference is that the variance in this formula is
weighted by sales, whereas the variance term in Hsieh and Klenow (2009) is unweighted.
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cation, is larger when goods are better substitutes.

Example 17 (Amplification through Input-Output Linkages.). Consider the roundabout
economy depicted in Figure 2. An application of (22) yields

∆ log YRGDP ≈ −1
2

θ
Ω11

(1 − Ω11)2 (∆ log µ1)
2 .

Losses are monotone in the elasticity of substitution θ and in the intermediate input share
Ω11. Following (22), the right-hand side in the equation above corresponds to the Domar
weight λ1 times the deadweight loss triangle 1

2 ∆ log x1∆ log µ1, where x1 is the total out-
put and µ1 is the wedge on producer 1. The Domar weight is 1/(1− Ω11). Hence, a given
deadweight loss triangle is more costly if the intermediate input share is higher because
it raises the Domar weight. The change in x1 caused by the wedge is θΩ11/(1 − Ω11).
Hence, the triangle is larger if labor and materials are more substitutable or if the inter-
mediate input share is larger. This is because a higher intermediate input share corre-
sponds to more rounds of intermediate production, and distortions between labor and
materials are compounded at every round. That is, intermediate inputs amplify the mis-
allocation losses by enlarging both the Harberger triangles themselves and the weights
used to aggregate them.

7 Extensions

We end our analysis by discussing some extensions to endogenize employment and wedges.

7.1 Endogenous Employment

Connecting the input-output framework with the business cycles literature requires mod-
eling the comovement between employment and productivity. To do so we introduce
elastic labor supply, by adding disutility from labor into the representative consumer’s
preferences, along the lines in Bigio and La’O (2020).21 The utility function becomes

U(C, L) =
C1−γ

1 − γ
− L1+1/φ

1 + 1/φ
,

21For input-output models with labor-leisure choice, see for example, the real business cycle model of
Long and Plosser (1983), the misallocation model of La’O and Bigio (2020), and the New Keynesian models
of Nakamura and Steinsson (2010), Pasten et al. (2017), Rubbo (2020).
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where γ controls the income effect on labor and φ is the Frisch elasticity of labor supply.
We can combine the labor-leisure condition with the forward equation (10) to write

γd log C +
1
φ

d log L = ∑
i∈N

λ̃i(d log Ai − d log µi). (23)

Furthermore, since d log YRGDP = d log C, this labor market equation can easily be com-
bined with the forward, backward, and aggregation equations (Propositions 1, 2, and 3)
to solve for all endogenous variables.

Equation (23) shows that markups can now affect output and welfare through a new
channel. Not only can markups distort how resources are allocated across producers, they
can now also distort the quantity of labor supplied. This tempers the beneficial effects of
reallocating resources towards high-markup producers. While reallocating resources to
high-markup firms can improve the cross-sectional allocation of resources holding em-
ployment fixed, it can also reduce equilibrium employment by raising average markups.

7.2 Endogenous Wedges via Sticky Prices

Our final extension shows how the framework developed in this paper can easily in-
corporate endogenous wedges, such as those caused by nominal rigidities. This section
builds on the analysis by Rubbo (2020) and La’O and Tahbaz-Salehi (2019).22 They show
that properly accounting for the input-output structure has important implications for
the Phillips curve, the degree of monetary non-neutrality, and the conduct of optimal
policy. Specifically, the Phillips curve is flatter when producers use intermediate inputs,
and the divine coincidence fails so that monetary policy cannot implement the first-best
equilibrium.

To nest nominal rigidities in our framework, we must endogenize the wedges that
we have so far treated as primitives. To do this, consider an economy where firms must
set prices before they can observe nominal wages and productivity shocks, and only a
fraction δi of the firms in each sector i can adjust their price in response to shocks (as
in Blanchard and Kiyotaki, 1987). A “sticky” price is simply a wedge that moves in the
opposite direction to the marginal cost. Thus all the results derived so far can be applied

22Basu (1995) pioneered the importance of accounting for intermediate inputs in monetary models. Car-
valho (2006) pointed out the importance of heterogeneity in price-stickiness for monetary non-neutrality.
Our analysis here also relates to Pasten et al. (2017), Pasten et al. (2018), and Castro (2019) who study the
relationship between production networks and sticky prices.
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to an economy with nominal rigidities, with the caveat that we need to solve for these
endogenous pricing wedges.

With some abuse of notation, let δ denote the diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal
element is δi. Price stickiness means that only a faction of changes in marginal costs
are passed through to prices. For simplicity, assume that shocks are unexpected. So the
change in the price of each sector is given by d log p = δd log mc, where mc is nominal
marginal cost.23 The wedges, gaps between prices and marginal costs, are therefore given
by

d log µ = − (I − δ) d log mc.

Combining these two relationships yields a relationship between changes in wedges and
changes in prices

d log µ = − (I − δ) δ−1d log p. (24)

Suppose that the initial allocation is efficient and log µ = 0 in steady state. Denote by
ei the ith basis vector, that is a vector of all zeros and a value of 1 in the ithe element.
Substituting (24) into (10) yields a sticky-price version of the forward equation:

d log p = δ (I − Ωδ)−1 eL (d log w − d log A) . (25)

This equation shows that the transmission of changes in the wage and changes in produc-
tivity is dampened by sticky prices. From Theorem 1,

d log YRGDP = ∑
i∈N

λid log Ai + d log L. (26)

Combining (25), (26), and the labor market condition (23) yields sector-by-sector Phillips
curves, written in vector form, as

d log p = B
(

γ +
1
φ

)
(d log L − d log L∗) + Vd log A, (27)

where d log L∗ is the change in employment in a version of the model without sticky

23As explained in Section 3, we include final consumption and labor among the set of producers. There-
fore, our setup allows for sticky wages and/or sticky prices of consumption retailers (if δL < 1 or δC < 1).
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prices (often called the natural level of employment) and B and V are constants

B ≡ δ (I − Ωδ)−1 eL

1 − e′Cδ (I − Ωδ)−1 eL
, V ≡ δ (I − Ωδ)−1

[
eLλ′ (I − δ) (I − Ωδ)−1

1 − e′Cδ (I − Ωδ)−1 eL
− I

]
.

The sectoral Philips curve relates changes in prices, for each sector, to deviations of aggre-
gate employment from its efficient level and productivity shocks. Since all components of
the vector δ (I − Ωδ)−1 eL decrease when producers use less labor and more intermediate
inputs, more intermediate input usage flattens the sectoral Phillips curves.

Equation (27) shows that in the presence of productivity shocks, sectoral inflation rates
are not stabilized even if employment is at the efficient level (d log L = d log L∗). This is
true also of almost all averages of sectoral inflation rates (i.e. linear combinations of sec-
toral inflation) like the consumer price index. Therefore monetary policy faces a tradeoff
between achieving the efficient level of employment and stabilizing consumer inflation
— that is, the divine coincidence of Blanchard and Gali (2007) fails.

The interaction between productivity shocks and nominal rigidities, which prevent
the necessary adjustments in relative prices across firms and sectors, generate an addi-
tional welfare loss compared to the one-sector New Keynesian model. The additional
welfare losses is described by equation (22) and fundamentally changes the welfare im-
plications. Monetary policy has only one instrument (usually, the nominal interest rate),
therefore it is not able to correct relative prices, resulting in a large welfare loss compared
to an economy with flexible prices even under the optimal policy.

8 Related literature and the Broader Picture

We conclude by providing a brief overview of some of the issues to which the framework
above has been or can be applied. Our discussion highlights how the methods presented
in this review provide a unified framework to address a wide variety of seemingly unre-
lated applied questions and ongoing topics of research.

Microeconomic Origins of Aggregate Flucutations. Several studies discuss the extent
to which idiosyncratic shocks contribute to the variance of aggregate output. Gabaix
(2011) argues that, when the distribution of firm sizes is fat-tailed, idiosyncratic shocks
to the productivity of large firms are not diversified at the aggregate level. A fat-tailed
firm size distribution may arise for many different reasons — asymmetric input-output
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linkages, as in Acemoglu et al. (2011) or Carvalho and Tahbaz-Salehi (2019), the dynamics
of firm growth, as in Carvalho and Grassi (2019), or fixed costs, as in Magerman et al.
(2016). Most of the papers connecting microeconomic shocks to aggregate business cycles
via input-output linkages rely on analytical tools similar to those surveyed in Section 3,
especially Hulten’s theorem, which we generalized in Theorem 1.24

Transmission of Shocks. Empirical tests of the economic mechanisms described in the
paper are provided by Acemoglu et al. (2016), who test simplified versions of the forward
and backward propagation of demand and supply shocks in equations (10) and (14) using
industry-level data. In a similar vein, but using more disaggregated data, Carvalho et al.
(2016), Boehm et al. (2015), and Barrot and Sauvagnat (2016) use natural disasters to study
the propagation of shocks between suppliers and their customers. These studies empha-
size the importance of complementarities in production. More structural, model-based,
analyses of comovement and propagation of shocks in input-output networks include
Foerster et al. (2011) and Atalay (2017) at business cycle frequencies and Foerster et al.
(2019) for long-run growth. Relatedly, Vollrath (2021) characterizes the elasticity of sub-
stitution between labor and capital at the aggregate level using the forward and backward
equations.

Cross-sectional Misallocation. A large literature seeks to measure misallocation and its
effects on economic development (e.g. see surveys Restuccia and Rogerson 2013, 2017).
This literature suggests that misallocation is a possible driver of cross-country (Restuccia
and Rogerson 2008, Hsieh and Klenow 2009, Jones 2011) or cross-region (Boehm and
Oberfield 2020) income differences. To quantify misallocation in the data, and its impact
on aggregate output, these studies adopt measures that are closely related to equation (22)
and the analysis in Section 6. Relatedly, Baqaee and Farhi (2020c), Edmond et al. (2018),
and Osotimehin and Popov (2020) study the welfare losses from markups in different
contexts, accounting for the role of intermediates.

Time-series Misallocation. Misallocation can also affect growth rates of a given country
over time. Some papers focus on misallocation over longer-run horizons. For example,

24Relatedly, some papers connect input-output linkages with higher-order moments of aggregate output
like skewness and kurtosis, for example Acemoglu et al. (2017), Baqaee and Farhi (2019b), and Dew-Becker
et al. (2021). These papers also rely on the type of tools we surveyed. See also Dew-Becker (2021) who
studies tail risk in production networks using asymptotic, rather than Taylor, expansions.
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using a version of Proposition 3, Baqaee and Farhi (2020c) show that reallocations across
firms with differing markups can explain as much as half of observed aggregate produc-
tivity growth in the US. Liu (2019) considers the implications of wedge-distortions for
the conduct of industrial policy in a Chinese context. In an open economy setting, Ed-
mond et al. (2015) show how trade liberalization affects welfare and productivity, over
time, by changing markups. Bau and Matray (2020) combine Proposition 4 with a quasi-
experimental research design to quantify how FDI liberalization raised industry-level
Solow residuals in Indian manufacturing. Gopinath et al. (2017) study misallocation in
capital markets, and follow a similar logic to equation (19) to document an inefficient
allocation of the capital inflow in Southern Europe during the Euro convergence period.

Misallocation can also vary at business cycle frequencies. For example, Baqaee et al.
(2021) and Meier and Reinelt (2020) use versions of Proposition 3 to show that aggre-
gate demand shocks can change aggregate productivity by inducing reallocations across
producers in models with endogenous markups and sticky prices. Another example of
a business cycle application is Bigio and La’O (2020), who study the effects of financial
frictions, represented as exogenous firm-specific wedges on capital, during the Great Re-
cession. Financial frictions, like borrowing constraints, can be represented as endogenous
wedges. Characterizing these wedges and their impact on long- and short-run changes
in output is a very promising avenue for future work.

Endogenous Market Power. For the most part, we treat markups as exogenous wedges
(with the exception of Section 7.2). In practice, firms optimally adjust their markups in
response to changes in costs or demand. Endogenous changes in markups in produc-
tion networks have been studied by Grassi (2017) and Kikkawa et al. (2019). Relatedly,
Burstein et al. (2020) show the importance of explicitly accounting for the level of aggre-
gation when studying micro- and macro-level patterns of markup cyclicality.

Investment and Dynamics. Technically, a dynamic interpretation of the model in Sec-
tion 3, with goods indexed by state and time nests many dynamic business cycle models
(e.g. (Long and Plosser, 1983)). In practice, dynamic models have more structure, like
block-recursion, that can be exploited to derive sharper theoretical predictions. For ex-
ample, Liu and Tsyvinski (2020) exploit time-separability assumptions to show that input
adjustment costs generate persistence — and more so when production chains have more
stages. Using a more complex dynamic model, vom Lehn and Winberry (2021) document
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that technology shocks to investment-producing sectors have become increasingly im-
portant drivers of business cycle fluctuations. Characterizing and spelling out dynamic
versions of the forward and backward propagation equations is another interesting and
underexplored area for research.

Entry-Exit and Link-Formation. Our analysis assumes all quantities can adjust smoothly:
in the model sketched in Section 2, input-output flows are captured by smoothly-changing
input shares. Entry-exit decisions, as well as link-formation at the most granular levels,
are often lumpy because they feature fixed costs. Baqaee (2018) introduces entry and exit
into models with production networks and demonstrates that this changes the propaga-
tion and aggregation of shocks. Along similar lines, Baqaee and Farhi (2020a) generalize
the framework discussed in this paper to cover fixed costs and non-constant-returns to
scale. Baqaee et al. (2022) empirically estimate the value of extensive-margin relation-
ships in production networks and extend growth-accounting to allow for churn in sup-
ply chains. A vibrant branch of this literature provides explicit models of buyer-supplier
link formation (Chaney, 2014; Oberfield, 2018; Lim, 2017; Huneeus, 2018; Taschereau-
Dumouchel, 2020; Kopytov et al., 2022)

Heterogeneous Agents Models. A growing literature on heterogeneous agents in macroe-
conomics focuses on heterogeneity in asset portfolios and borrowing constraints. These
in turn create heterogeneity in marginal propensities to consume across individuals. A
dynamic version of our framework can nest heterogenous agent models with incomplete
financial markets. Borrowing constraints and market incompleteness lead to wedges be-
tween realized and efficient intertemporal prices. Although our framework is silent about
the endogenous determination of these wedges, it does allow us to study their conse-
quences for real activity and welfare. As mentioned above, characterizing this endoge-
nous mapping and exploring this application is an exciting area for future work.

Relatedly, most macroeconomic models with heterogeneous agents focus on the consumption-
saving problem, but assume an exogenous distribution of labor income and a common
consumption basket. Some recent papers have investigated heterogeneity in labor in-
come and consumption prices arising from agents’ differential exposure to different pro-
ducers (see, e.g., Baqaee and Farhi, 2018; Guerrieri et al., 2020; Baqaee and Farhi, 2020b;
Flynn et al., 2022; Rubbo, 2022). Specifically, different agents are employed in different
sectors, and consume different goods. If sectors face heterogeneous shocks, or if they are
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differentially affected by common shocks, heterogeneity across producers can cause het-
erogeneity in the agents’ real income. Moreover, to the extent that agents with different
asset portfolios also consume different goods, heterogeneity in financial income can affect
heterogeneity in labor income. Characterizing this interaction is also a promising avenue
for future research.

International Economics. The answers to classic questions in international economics,
like the gains from trade, are highly sensitive to how the production structure is mod-
elled. For example, in their handbook chapter, Costinot and Rodriguez-Clare (2014) show
that the gains from trade can increase dramatically once one accounts for the presence of
input-ouput connections. Although we abstract from international trade for most of this
paper, Baqaee and Farhi (2019a) show how the framework we presented can be extended
into an open-economy setting. Atkin and Donaldson (2021) use this extended framework
to synthesize the way trade policy affects welfare in developing economies, accounting
for the many different and interacting types of misallocation these economies suffer from.
Kleinman et al. (2021) and Arkolakis et al. (2021) extend the type of models studied here
to account for forward-looking migration, investment, and search-and-matching frictions.
Meanwhile, researchers have used firm-to-firm VAT data to understand the transmission
of international trade shocks through production networks at the individual firm-level
(for example, Dhyne et al., 2022 and Bernard and Moxnes, 2018). This is also an exciting
and evolving research area.25
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A Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1. By definition,

d log Y = ∑
i

piyi

E
d log yi − ∑

i

pili
E

d log li
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where we define yid log yi = 0 if yi = 0. Next observe that, by Assumption 2, we have

d log xi =
∂ log fi

∂ log Ai
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∂ log li f
d log xi f

and
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j
xjid log xji.

If µi = 1, then at the initial equilibrium, we have

∂ log f i

∂ log xij
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from Assumption 1. Hence
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In other words,
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Putting this together yields
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as needed. Note that we did not need to fully specify how the allocation rule changed,
we only imposed feasibility requirements imposed by Assumption 2. Hence, regardless
of how the allocation rule changes, as long as it is feasible, the change in d log Y is given
by Theorem 1.
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Proof of Proposition 4. We have:
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This equation is a consequence of cost minimization. We then have
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where the last line imposes that d log l f = 0 for every f ∈ H. This last equation is an exact
differential, and by differentiating it again, and evaluating the result at µi = 1 for every i,
we can derive the Hessian as needed.

Hence,

∂ log Y
∂ log µk
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= 0,

where the last line evaluates at µi = 1 for every i. Since we assume that ∆ log Y is path-
independent, this means that cross-partials are symmetric and hence all cross-partials
between productivity and wedge shocks are zero at µ = 1.

It remains to characterize the Hessian with respect to only productivity shocks and
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changes in wedges separately. Again, from above, we know that

∂ log Y
∂ log Ak

= λk,

whence
∂2 log Y
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.

From above, we also know that

∂ log Y
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∂ log µk
.

Hence,
∂2 log Y

∂ log µj∂ log µk
= λi

∂ log yi

∂ log µk
.

Putting all this together yields our desired result.

B Generalization of Proposition 3

Following Baqaee and Farhi (2020c), we generalize the aggregation result in Proposition 3
to allow for multiple households, multiple factors, and non-constant-returns to scale. We
partition the set of goods N in two. Without loss of generality, any non-constant-returns-
to-scale production function can be represented as a composition of a constant-returns-
to-scale production and a zero returns-to-scale endowment. That is, for any good i ∈ N ,
we can write

xi = fi

({
xij
}

j∈N ,
{

lij
}

j∈H ; Ai

)
= zi f̂i({

xij

zi
}j∈N , {

lij
zi
}j∈H; Ai),

with the requirement that zi = 1. Written this way, xi is produced with constant returns to
scale once zi is included as an input, and zi is produced with zero returns to scale. Denote
the set of all zero returns-to-scale endowments be denoted by F .

To keep the notation simpler, we introduce the following assumption.

Assumption 3 (Non-negativity). For every i ∈ N , assume that yi ≥ 0.

This assumption rules out open economies.26

26See Baqaee and Farhi (2019a) to see how this assumption can be relaxed. The primary reason to impose
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Once we impose Assumption 1, 2, and 3, we can generalize Theorem 1 to environ-
ments with inefficiencies in the following way.

Proposition 6 (Aggregation with Inefficiencies). Given changes in technology d log A, wedges
d log µ, and external input quantities d log l, the change in aggregate real activity is given by

d log Y = ∑
f∈H

(Λ̃ f − Λ f )d log l f︸ ︷︷ ︸
external inputs

+ ∑
i∈N

λ̃id log Ai︸ ︷︷ ︸
technology

− ∑
i∈N

λ̃id log µi − ∑
f∈F

Λ̃ f d log Λ f︸ ︷︷ ︸
reallocation

, (28)

where λ̃i = Ψ̃Ci and Λ̃ f = Ψ̃C f denote cost-based Domar weights.

Proposition 6 shows that aggregation in inefficient equilibria requires knowledge of
changes in factor income shares d log Λ. These factor income shares, which are not needed
when the equilibrium is efficient, matter because they encode how reallocations affect ag-
gregate outcomes. To determine how these factor shares respond to primitive shocks to
technologies and wedges, we need to use a generalized version of the forward and back-
ward equations that allows for multiple factors and households (see Baqaee and Farhi,
2018). When there is only one primary factor, Proposition 6 collapses to Proposition 3.

Assumption 3 is to simplify the notation.
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